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Jeer of the House af IB

In compliance with the order of the honorable House of
requesting my opinion ‘ ‘ withRepresentatives of JanuaryI
questions of the constructionmasons therefor,” upon cert

the recent amendment of the Constitution establishing thei

the legislature, I respectfully|uorum of the two branches of
übmit the following :

First: The words “a majority of the members” mean,
majority of the whole membership estab-

hed by the Constitution. The weight of authority as toli

Hies composed of a fixed number of members, especially
legislative bodies, is in favor of this construction. The

lecisions are comparatively few, but they are
ally in this direction. Under the provision of the

Constitution of the United States that a majority of each
inse of Congress shall constitute a quorum, it was there

eld almost without exception, from the foundation of the
mvernment, that a quorum consists of a majority of the

itire Senate and House, until the pressure of public
necessity at a critical period of the war led to a

mporary departure from this rule. The writers oft

jhest authority on parliamentary law express the
r reasons for it, of equalot

, arising both from principle and convenience. It is
important that the quorum be a fixed and certain num-
ber. If any other construction is adopted, the quorum

aries from time to time according to a multitude of circum-
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stances, depending on the chances of death, resignation,
declination, ineligibility, failure to elect, or failure to qualify.
It is not to be supposed that the legislatures and the people,
who enacted this change in the fundamental law, intended
to introduce into it such elements of uncertainty and 'con-
fusion, or to leave the number which may constitute a
quorum at any particular time, to depend upon questions of
fact which may be doubtful or in dispute, and which it may

ften be difficult or impossible to correctly determine
The constitutional amendment was drawn and enacted in

view of the common rule that in the absence of any express
provision a quorum consist
bers constituting the bod

if a majority of all the mem-
in question; which is often

of this amendment. If it hadexpressed in the language
been intended to change this rule, and to leave the quorum a
variable number, depending on some or all of the contingen-
cies above suggested, I think this intention would have been
more clearly expressed; and that it is not to be inferred
from the use of language which may be and is frequently, if
not universally, taken to mean a majority of the whole mem-
bership.

It is worth remarking, also, that the reason commonly
assigned for the requirement of a majority as a quorum, is
to prevent the existence at the same time of two bodies,
each claiming to be the rightful bodies; and this reason of
the rule can be absolutely satisfied only by construing a
majority of the members to mean a majority of the whole
membership.

It follows that, in my opinion, the second, third, fourth
and fifth questions submitted by the honorable House, must
be answered in the negative.

Sixth: To the inquiry what constitutes a legal quorum,
under the Constitution, for the organization of the House, I
have to say that in my opinion such quorum for permanent
organization under the present constitution consists of one
hundred and twenty-one members. The permanent organi-
zation of the House is, literally at least, “ the transaction of
business,” and it seems to be so regarded both in the former
constitutional provision and in the recent amendment; and
as the amendment does not permit “ the transaction of busi-
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ness” by a less number than a quorum, the effect of it is to
require the constitutional quorum for permanent organiza-
tion. But with reference to
case is different. Prior to the
the constitutional provision w
hundred members of the He
constitute a quorum for <h

temporary organization the
adoption of the amendment,

as that “ not less than one
itise of Representatives shall
)ing business, but a less
irarily, adjourn from daynumber may organize temj

to day, and compel the att
The language of the ame

ndance of absent members.'’
idment is, “ a majority of

the members of each branch of the General Court
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busifor the transaction of busi
ness, but a less number may adj n from day to day, .and
compel the attendance of al
visions of the existing Con

sent members. All the pro-
stitution inconsistent with the

provisions herein contained, are hereby annulled.” It is
difficult to believe that this amendment was drawn without
reference to the former provision, or that the words “ organ-
ize temporarily” were omitted by inadvertence. The
amendment, therefore, seems at first sight to deprive a
number less than a quorum of the power which it formerly
had to organize even temporarily. But some sort of tem-
porary organization is necessary to the exercise of the other
powers which are expressly granted to a less number than a
quorum, to “ adjourn from lay to day and compel the

5; ” and, in my opinion, from
s number than a quorum may
ition as may be required for
•s expressly conferred,
sons for my opinion, out of

attendance of absent member
the necessity of the case, a le;
effect such temporary organiz
the exercise of the other powei
I have submitted these rea

deference to the honorable House of Representatives, in
compliance with the terms of i
call the attention of the honor;
statute does not extend so far
General to state the grounds
the reason that in some cases si
sistent with the public interest

s order. But I respectfully
de House to the fact that the

juire the Attorncy-
dnion ; probably for

h a statement may bo incon

Very respectfully your obedient servant
k. E. PILLSBURA

Ml.




